What is copyright?
■ Copyright

protects the creators of original
'works' - music, art, literature - so they can
decide how their work is used by others.
■ Every original work you create is yours if it is
recorded in some form. You can use the
copyright symbol © to show this.

What about
printed music?
■ You

can copy out by
hand short extracts of
printed music for
exams or coursework,
but not full works.

Why is it important?
■ Copyright

puts you in charge
of your creation, which means
that it can only be copied,
performed in public, sampled
or displayed on the internet
with your permission.
■ Copyright ensures that
creators are fairly paid for
their work.
■ You can give, or sell, to others
the rights to copy, perform in
public, or sample your music.
■ Illegal use (e.g. copying
without permission) costs the
British music industry millions
of pounds each year in lost
revenue for music creators.

How do I get permission?
■ You

need a licence to copy, distribute
and perform copyright musical works.
■ Different organisations license and
collect royalties for their members
(creators, publishers, record
companies) when musical works are
recorded or performed.

What about the internet?
■ Many

websites offer legal downloading
of music. Check before you choose your
tracks! If you are not sure whether the
website is legal, contact:
www.pro-music.org.

Can't imagine a life without music?
Then be clever about copyright and:

respect the value of music
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